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Abstract
This paper describes the creation of a bilingual English - Ukrainian lexicon of named entities, with Wikipedia as a source. The proposed
methodology provides a cheap opportunity to build multilingual lexicons, without having expertise in target languages. The extracted named
entity pairs have been classified into five classes: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, PRODUCT, and MISC (miscellaneous). It
has been achieved using Wikipedia metadata. Using the presented methodology, a huge lexicon has been created, consisting of 624,168
pairs. The classification quality has been checked manually on 1,000 randomly selected named entities. The results obtained are 97% for
precision and 90% for recall.

1. Introduction
The term named entity (NE) refers to expressions de-

scribing real world objects, like persons, locations, and or-
ganizations. It was first introduced to the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) community at the end of the 20th century.
Named entities are often denoted by proper names. They
can be abstract or have a physical existence. Some other
expressions, describing money, percentage, time, and date
might also be considered as named entities. Examples of
named entities include: United States of America, Paris,
Google, Mercedes Benz, Microsoft Windows, or anything
else that can be named.

The role of named entities has become more and more
important in NLP. Their information is crucial in informa-
tion extraction. As recent systems mostly rely on machine
learning techniques, their performance is based on the size
and quality of given training data. This data is expensive
and cumbersome to create because experts usually annotate
corpora manually to achieve high quality data. As a result,
these data sets often lack coverage, are not up to date, and
are not available in many languages. To overcome this prob-
lem, semi-automatic methods for resource construction from
other available sources were deployed. One of these sources
is Wikipedia.

The method presented here has been used to build a
Python application which extracts the English - Ukrainian
pairs from Wikipedia and classifies them using the En-
glish Wikipedia category system. Since both English
and Ukrainian are among languages with most articles on
Wikipedia, the result is a huge lexicon.

The goal of this paper is to present a method of extract-
ing multilingual lexicons of classified named entities from
Wikipedia. The method has been implemented to build a
huge English - Ukrainian lexicon of named entities.

2. Related work
Building multilingual lexicons from Wikipedia has been

a subject of research for more than 10 years. Schönhofen et
al. (Schönhofen et al., 2007) exploited Wikipedia hyperlink-

age for query term disambiguation. Tyers and Pienaar (Tyers
and Pienaar, 2008) described a simple, fast, and computa-
tionally inexpensive method for extracting bilingual dictio-
nary entries from Wikipedia (using the interwiki link system)
and assessed the performance of this method with respect to
four language pairs. Yu and Tsujii (Yu and Tsujii, 2009) pro-
posed a method using the interlanguage link in Wikipedia
to build an English-Chinese lexicon. Knopp (Knopp, 2010)
showed how to use the Wikipedia category system to clas-
sify named entities. Bøhn and Nørvåg (Bøhn and Nørvag,
2010) described how to use Wikipedia contents to auto-
matically generate a lexicon of named entities and syn-
onyms that are all referring to the same entity. Halek et
al. (Hálek et al., 2011) attempted to improve machine trans-
lation from English of named entities by using Wikipedia.
In (Ivanova, 2012), the author evaluated a bilingual bidirec-
tional English-Russian dictionary created from Wikipedia
article titles. Higashinaka et al. (Higashinaka et al., 2012)
aimed to create a lexicon of 200 extended named entity
(ENE) types, which could enable fine-grained information
extraction. Oussalah and Mohamed (Oussalah and Mo-
hamed, 2014) demonstrated how to use info-boxes in order
to identify and extract named entities from Wikipedia.

3. Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia, made and main-

tained as an open coordinated effort venture by a network
of volunteer editors, utilizing a wiki – based editing sys-
tem. Hosted and supported by the Wikimedia Foundation,
since its start in 2001, the site has grown in both popularity
and size. At the time of writing this paper (March 2022),
Wikipedia contained over 58 million articles in 323 lan-
guages; its English version has over 6 million articles. The
richness of information and texts continuously makes it an
object of special research interest among the NLP (Natural
Language Processing) community. By attracting approxi-
mately 6 billion visitors per month (Statista, 2021), it is
the largest and most popular general reference work on the
World Wide Web.
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3.1. Wikipedia as a source
Even though Wikipedia isn’t made and maintained by

linguists, metadata about articles, for instance, translations,
disambiguations, or categorizations are accessible. Its struc-
tural features, size, and multilingual availability give a rea-
sonable base to derive specialized resources, like multi-
lingual lexicons (Bøhn and Nørvag, 2010). Researchers
have found that around 74% of Wikipedia pages describe
named entities (Nothman et al., 2008), a clear indication
of Wikipedia’s high coverage for named entities. Each
Wikipedia article associated with a named entity is iden-
tified with its title, which is itself a named entity. That is
a perfect opportunity to build parallel lexicons of named
entities between them.

Wikipedia is a very cheap resource of multilingual lex-
icons of named entities. Its database dump can be freely
downloaded in sql and XML formats. But, taking into ac-
count the fact that Wikipedia articles have been written by
millions of contributors, a question arises: What is the qual-
ity of these lexicons, and how reliable are they for using,
e.g., in machine translation?

3.2. English and Ukrainian Wikipedias
The English Wikipedia is the English language edition

of the Wikipedia online encyclopedia. English is the first
language in which Wikipedia was written. It was started
on 15 January 2001 (Wikimedia Foundation, 2022b), but
versions of Wikipedia in other languages were quickly de-
veloped. Among these versions, there is one in Ukrainian
language. The Ukrainian Wikipedia (Wikimedia Founda-
tion, 2022c), written in the Cyrillic alphabet, was initiated
in the year 2004.

A list of all Wikipedias is published regularly on
the Internet, along with several parameters for each lan-
guage (Wikimedia Foundation, 2022a). Four parameters are
important: number of articles, the total number of pages
(articles, user pages, images, talk pages, project pages,
categories, and templates), number of active users (regis-
tered users who performed at least one change in the last
thirty days), and depth (a rough indicator of the quality of
Wikipedia, which shows how often articles are updated).

As shown in Table 1, as of 26 March 2022, the English
Wikipedia contains 6,473,638 articles and 55,472,454 pages.
There are 127,722 active users. The depth value is 1,110.
It is by far the largest edition of Wikipedia. The Ukrainian
Wikipedia contains 1,144,596 articles and 3,992,549 pages.
There are 2,702 active users. The depth value is 54. It is the
17th largest edition of Wikipedia, according to number of
articles.

Parameter en uk
Number of articles 6,473,638 1,144,596
Total number of pages 55,472,454 3,992,549
Number of active users 127,722 2,702
Depth 1,110 54

Table 1: Parameters of the English and Ukrainian
Wikipedias.

4. Method
The flowchart presented in Figure 1 shows the process

used for building the lexicon.

Figure 1: The process flowchart.

1. Extract title pairs with English as a first language
For building multilingual lexicons, two tables from the

database are necessary: table of pages and table of inter-
language links. The page table is the "core of the wiki".
It contains titles and other essential metadata for different
Wikipedia namespaces. The interlanguage links table con-
tains links between pages in different languages. Using
these two tables, it is an easy programming task to create
huge bilingual dictionaries without having any language
expertise.

2. Filter out irrelevant title pairs
The extracted title pairs from the previous step contain

a lot of noise. This step deals with it. First, the algorithm
removes all the titles that don’t belong to the main, template,
or category namespaces. Second, there are titles containing
some words or word stems that increase the noise and should
be filtered out. The page table contains many entries that
could not be a part of any lexicon, like user names, nick-
names, template names, etc. There are also titles, containing
exclusively digits or blanks, which should be removed too.

3. Classify the remaining title pairs using the English
Wikipedia category system

In order to classify the extracted named entities, one
additional table from the database is required: a table of
category links. The task of classifying named entities by
means of category links is more complex. Wikipedia articles
are generally members of categories. A category may have
subcategories, each subcategory its own subcategories, etc.
The problem is that the graph could be cyclic, which may
cause the algorithm to go into an endless loop.

Various authors propose different classes for named en-
tities. Here, there are five: PERSON, ORGANIZATION,
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Figure 2: A lexicon entry in CSV format.

LOCATION, PRODUCT, and MISC. Each named entity be-
longs to at least one of these classes. The classes comprise:

• ORGANIZATION- political organizations, companies,
schools, rock bands, sport teams

• PERSON- humans, gods, saints, fictional characters

• LOCATION- geographical terms, fictional places, cos-
mic terms

• PRODUCT- industrial products, software products,
weapons, artworks, documents, concepts, standards,
laws, formats, anthems, algorithms, journals, coats of
arms, platforms, websites

• MISC- events, languages, peoples, tribes, alliances,
orders, scientific discoveries, theories, titles, curren-
cies, holidays, dynasties, positions, projects, histori-
cal periods, battles, competitions, alliances, deceases,
programs, set of locations, awards, musical genres,
missions, artistic directions, sets of organizations, net-
works

4. Filter out title pairs classified as non named entities
Most Wikipedia titles are named entities, but not all

of them. For example, certain natural terms-like biolog-
ical species and substances-which are very common on
Wikipedia, are not included in the lexicon.

5. Convert the resulting data into CSV and XML formats
The lexicon comes in two formats: CSV and XML.
The first row in the CSV file is a title row and tab

is used as a field separator. The columns’ titles are: en,
uk, PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, PRODUCT,
and MISC. All other rows contain the data: English name,
Ukrainian name, and five binary digits. These digits denote
the class the named entity belongs to. For example, accord-
ing to Figure 2, the named entity Odessa belongs to the class
LOCATION, since the column LOC contains 1. All other
classes contain 0’s.

The structure of the XML file is similar. An equiva-
lent of the entry from Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3. The
columns’ names en and uk from the CSV file are now names
of elements and class denotes the classification.

In realizing the steps 2-3 of Figure 1, which refer to noise
reduction and classification of named entities, the experience
of creating a parallel lexicon of named entities from English
to South Slavic languages (Slovenian, Croatian, Croatian,
Bosnian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, and Bulgarian) (Petrovski,
2019) was of great benefit. That lexicon contains 26,155
entries, and the steps 2-3 were done manually.

This methodology has been used to create a multilingual
English – Hebrew – Yiddish – Ladino lexicon of named
entities. A tool that can be used to search it, can be found
on the Internet (Petrovski, 2021).

Figure 3: A lexicon entry in XML format.

5. Results
The method presented in previous chapter has been used

to build a Python application which extracts title pairs inde-
pendently on the languages. This application was applied
to the Wikipedia database to extract the English - Ukrainian
pairs of named entities. The result of the extraction after
the first two steps from Figure 1 was 687,799 pairs. After
filtering out non named entities, 624,168 pairs remained.

One part of the lexicon is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: A part of the lexicon.
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The distribution of classes is presented in Table 2.

Class Number
PERSON 142,850
ORGANIZATION 39,348
LOCATION 237,229
PRODUCT 56,952
MISC 159,952
Total 636,331

Table 2: Distribution of classes.

The total number of classes, 636,331, is slightly higher
than the number of entries, since some named entities may
belong to more classes. The lexical entry presented in Fig-
ure 5 is such an example. Kherson State University is clas-
sified as both ORGANIZATION (the university as an edu-
cational organization) and LOCATION (the building where
the organization is located).

Figure 5: A lexicon entry belonging to two classes.

It is expected that the most of Wikipedia titles are multi-
words, i.e. they contain either a space or a hyphen. Table 3
shows the number of multiword NEs per class in the lexicon
for both English and Ukrainian.

Class en uk
PERSON 132,219 131,354
ORGANIZATION 34,114 30,509
LOCATION 116,974 99,399
PRODUCT 45,781 43,378
MISC 146,498 141,665
Total 475,586 446,305

Table 3: Number of multiword NEs per class.

Table 4 shows the percentage of multiword NEs per
class.

It can be seen that the percentage of multiwords is higher
in the English than in the Ukrainian Wikipedia. This is
most noticeable in the classes ORGANIZATION and LO-
CATION. Some examples from the lexicon where there is
a multiword in English and a single word in Ukrainian are
given in Table 5 for the class ORGANIZATION and Table 6
for the class LOCATION.

Contributors to the English Wikipedia add words to the
base title, which define it in more detail, or it is simply a
matter of adding a definite article, e.g. Sacramento, Califor-

Class en uk
PERSON 93% 92%
ORGANIZATION 87% 78%
LOCATION 49% 42%
PRODUCT 80% 76%
MISC 92% 89%
All 75% 70%

Table 4: Percentage of multiword NEs per class.

en uk
Malkiya Club Малкія
Dnipro Kherson Дніпро
Sharjah FC Шарджа
Shin Bet Шабак
Newtown A.F.C. Ньютаун
The Day After Tomorrow Післязавтра

Table 5: Examples of multiwords in English and single
words in Ukrainian, class ORGANIZATION.

nia - Сакраменто, Malkiya Club - Малкія, The Acropolis
- Акрополіс.

6. Evaluation of classification
To evaluate classification, two common metrics in in-

formation retrieval have been used: precision and recall.
Precision refers to the percentage of classes that are correct.
On the other hand, recall refers to the percentage of total
relevant classes correctly classified by the algorithm.

An alternative to having two measures is the F-measure,
which combines precision and recall into a single perfor-
mance measure. This metric is known as F1-score, which is
simply the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

In order to evaluate the classification, a random sample
containing 1,000 entries has been extracted from the lexicon.
The entries from the sample have been classified manually
and then compared to the classification performed by the
algorithm. The results are presented in Table 7.

The precision of classification is between 94% for OR-
GANIZATION and 99% for PERSON. The recall is slightly
lower, from 83% for PRODUCT and MISC to 97% for PER-
SON. The overall results are 97% for precision and 90% for
recall.

The higher values of precision show that the classifica-
tion algorithm was adjusted to classify the named entities
correctly, rather than to extract more named entities for the
lexicon.

7. Conclusion
Using the methodology presented in this paper, an En-

glish - Ukrainian lexicon of named entities has been created.
Its size is 624,168 pairs. The named entities have been
classified into five classes: PERSON, ORGANIZATION,
LOCATION, PRODUCT, and MISC (miscellaneous). The
quality of classification has been assessed: 97% for preci-
sion and 90% for recall.
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en uk
Malmö Airport Мальме
Shintoku, Hokkaido Сінтоку
Amarillo, Texas Амарилло
Sacramento, California Сакраменто
The Dakota Дакота
The Acropolis Акрополіс

Table 6: Examples of multiwords in English and single
words in Ukrainian, class LOCATION.

Class Precision Recall F1-score
ORGANIZATION 94% 87% 90%
LOCATION 98% 92% 95%
PRODUCT 96% 83% 89%
MISC 96% 83% 89%
All 97% 90% 93%

Table 7: The results of the classification check.

The lexicon is available on (Petrovski, 2022) under
CC-BY-NC-4.0 license (free for non commercial use).

Lexicons, like the one presented in this paper, can be
used in machine translation (MT). Most statistical MT sys-
tems do not deal explicitly with named entities, simply re-
lying on the model of selecting the correct translation, i.e.,
mistranslating them as generic nouns. It is also possible
that, when not identified, named entities may be left out of
the output translation, which also has implications for the
readability of the text. Because most NEs are rare in texts,
statistical MT systems are not capable of producing quality
translations for them. Another problem with MT systems
is that failure to recognize NEs often harms the morpho –
syntactic and lexical context outside of NEs itself. If named
entities are not immediately identified, certain morphologi-
cal features of adjacent and syntactically related words, as
well as word order, may be incorrect. It can be concluded
that the identification of named entities in the source text
is the first task of machine translators (Hálek et al., 2011).
However, developers of commercial MT systems often do
not pay enough attention to the correct automatic identifi-
cation of certain types of NE, e.g. names of organizations.
This is partly due to the greater complexity of this problem
(the set of proper nouns is open and very dynamic), and
partly due to lack of time and other development resources.
One solution to this problem is using a parallel lexicon of
named entities. If the lexicon contains a translation of the
named entity, the translation quality will probably be good.

The European Commission called for language data in
Ukrainian to/from all EU languages to train automatic trans-
lation systems (European Commission, 2022), (European
Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme,
2020) supporting refugees and helpers in the Ukraine cri-
sis. This lexicon was sent to ELRC (European Language
Resource Coordination) Secretariat as a response.
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